Comparative study of K channel behavior in beta cell lines with different secretory responses to glucose.
The patch-clamp technique was used to identify and investigate two K channels in the cell membrane of the HIT cell, an insulin secreting cell line with glucose-sensitive secretion. Channel characteristics were compared with those of glucose-modulated K channels in the RINm5F cell, an insulin secreting cell line in which secretion is largely glucose insensitive. A 65.7 pS channel, identified with the ATP-sensitive K channel was seen in HIT cell-attached patches. Channel activity was dose-dependently inhibited by glucose, by 50 and 100% at 450 microM and 8 mM glucose, respectively, similar to the values previously reported for RIN cells. In inside-out patches channel activity was 50% inhibited by 56 microM ATP and completely blocked between 500 microM and 1 mM, again, similar to the values reported for RIN cells. As in RIN cells a second, considerably larger (184 pS), K channel was glucose sensitive; the glucose sensitivity was similar to that in RIN cells with 50 and 100% channel inhibition at 7.5 and 25 mM, respectively. After patch excision the mean channel conductance increased from 184 to 215 pS. Under these conditions activity was strongly calcium dependent in the range pCa 5-7, identifying this as a calcium- and voltage-dependent K (K(Ca, V] channel; the calcium sensitivity was similar to that of the adult rat beta cell K(Ca, V) channel. In inside-out RIN cell patches, the large K channel was less abundant but displayed a similar conductance (223 pS). However, its calcium sensitivity was more than 10 times lower than in HIT cells, similar to that of the K(Ca, V) channel in the neonatal rat beta cell, which also displays a reduced secretory response to glucose. Based on these observations, it is proposed that the low calcium sensitivity of the K(Ca, V) channel may be causally associated with secretory deficiency in RIN cells and the immature secretory response of the neonatal beta cell.